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in a particular locality--Washington, D. C. 
Its specific purpose is to organize a curriculum of commercial edu-
cation for Dunbarton College of Holy Cross, Washington, D. C., a liberal 
arts college, which will make the necessary adjustment between the so-
called traditional cultural education and the demands of present-day 
society which students will of necessity be required to meet upon grad-
uation. Through this program the student will have the desired liberal 
arts background; but in addition, because of her personal need, she will 
acquire such conunercial education as will properly equip her to take her 
place in the world where increasingly more varied opportunities lie open 
to her for her own and society's welfare. 
This investigation embraces a brief historical study of the higher 
education of women including a consideration of both collegiate-comn1ercial 
and liberal arts education. Before setting up a curriculum for Dunbarton 
College, a group of students made a survey of the occupational opportuni-
ties for women in the District of Columbia. These students trained in 
the interview method, and by means of a questionnaire, selected certain 
fields of interest and made contacts with desirable employers. A summary 
and tabulation of their findings are set forth. 
A further comparative study of current collegiate catalogues records 
the aims and courses offered in similar institutions. 
The main purpose of this study is to formulate a curriculum for 
Dunbarton College which will provide not only for the economic needs of 
young women but also for those of a religious and cultural nature to the 
end that students may be better able to take their place in the business 
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world and society as competent, educat ed women :prepared to meet the 
demands of life with poise and appreci at i ve understanding . 
I n conclusion, the writer would like to ext encl a word of appre-
ciation t o all t he Sisters of t he Holy Cross who, in so many ways , 
made the completion of t his v10rk possible. Acknowl edgment of aid is 
due t he follovJing students who graciousl y helped the writer in the 
survey: the Misses Janet Handy, Gertrude Kirk, Doris Tansly, .Anna 
Harie Vieth , ..A..n.ne Walsh, and Rita Zuck. I t was encouraging to find 
with what eagerness and underst anding the select ed group of business-
men cooperated in thi s study. To them we owe much and it is our hope 
that as a resu.l t of this survey we ma.y more intellic;ently prepm·e our 
student s to anticipate the needs of their future employers; thus we 
will, in a measure , repay t hem for t heir time and interest . 
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training for law, for medicine, for engineering, for social service ad-
ministration, and now for business. Philosophically, this movement rep-
resents a fruition of the educational creed of modern civilization--an 
adjustment of collegesand universities to public needs. 
Development 
Primitive business education was secured through imitation and nar-
ration of legends. There were no new paths; it was a continuation of 
traditions. In medieval times the apprenticeship system took care of 
education for business and herein it was the duty of the master to edu-
cate thoroughly. This included every detail in regard to trade besides 
the responsibility of the moral and physical development of the youth. 
Close and constant contact with the master was a distinct advantage over 
our present-day group education. For the protection of the worker, guilds 
were organized, to regulate wages, hours of work, conditions of work, etc. 
Our labor unions of today are a development of this guild movement of 
medieval times. 
The Mercantilists developed trade. It was necessary now to know 
about exchange, foreign money, laws of commerce, taxes. Travel and com-
munication brought about new markets. 
With the industrial revolution, the development of machines, and 
large-scale production, more people were able to enter occupations; more 
people were finding it necessary to have some general and occupational 
education, and as a result we had a need for definite systems of train-
ing. The apprenticeship system could no longer provide training for 
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business. Private business schools were organized; commercial curricula 
were set up in public high schools, and as a final outgrowth of this 
economic development we find the collegiate school for business. With 
the development of American industry it was found necessary to have 
some organized plan of accounts. R. M. Bartlett discovered there was no 
place one could learn bookkeeping. With this as a beginning of business 
needs he opened a business school in Philadelphia. This enterprise 
spread to Pittsburgh and Cincinnati. 
Among the early organizers of collegiate-commercial education is 
found James Dunwoody Brownson De Bow who, in 1851, after great effort, 
succeeded in having a school of commerce incorporated in the University 
of Louisiana. Instruction was given in political economy and commerce. 
This program, however, was abandoned in 1857. 
From 1860 to 1890 business education was almost completely the task 
of the private business school. 
In 1893 the Business Education Section was first recognized by the 
National Education Association. After this, high school commercial 
courses were more generally recognized. These courses were modeled after 
the business school. Instructors in the high schools were only business 
school graduates which meant, in many cases, no education on the high 
school level. 
In 1875 the typevrriter was manufactured and this worked a revolu-
tion in the field of commercial education. It opened a vast field of 
training and was a gold mine to these privately owned business schools. 
It was the typewriter which brought women into business and resulted in 
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the introduction of the allied subjects of shorthand and secretarial 
science. 
Because of the success in tra ining found in the business schools, 
the public began to object to the teaching of "fads and fancies" in the 
school system. By 1910 there was a revulsion in the feelings of the 
people because they did not appreciate the attitude of the college-trained 
teacher, with her academic and theoretic tra ining. The general public 
was looking upon college students and college-tra ined teachers with scorn--
"absent-minded professor," "nothing practical." 
This attitude brought about in the public secondary school system 
three major courses: 
1. Bookkeeping--bookkeeping, arithmetic, correspondence, law, 
penmanship. 
2. Shorthand--shorthand, typeviTiting, English,and spelling. 
3. Combined. 
The high school commercial curriculum was still unsatisfactory, for 
it imitated the business school. By 1916, however, there was a reorgani-
zation and·a return to the offering of college subjects with a more sys-
tematic and controlled off ering of business subjects. When the effort 
was made, in reorganizing, to bring in more social studies, and less 
specialization, improvement was noted. 
Business schools do not t ake care of t he fundamentals. They are 
concerned with the preparation of the student for the immediate job and 
his r etention of that job, for it is in the keeping of the job that the 
success of the business school rests. Through the solicitation for 
young students, even sixth grade pupils, business schools lost much in 
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Two-thirds of the total enrollment of students in training for business 
(secondary and collegiate) were women. Girls enrolled in business 
courses in high school outnumbered boys, but in college the men outnum-
bered women. 
The college degree became of great importance, and thus the pri-
vate business school was faced with another problem. Because of the 
offerings in commercial education on the secondary and the collegiate 
levels, the private business school in order to exist was forced to 
make an adjustment which it did by offering C. P. A. work or any highly 
specialized program. In this it has found success. 
Depression, unemployment, and other present-day economic disorders 
broke down the public school commercial program. They are now turning 
to consumer and distributive education. David Snedden of Columbia pre-
dicts that in the public school there will be less of the purely voca-
tional type of teaching. Each state of the industrial area by 1950 will 
maintain advanced secretarial and accounting schools and commercial 
education in the secondary school will be of the basic type, that is, 
a consideration of the aspects of business social problems and a consid-
eration of legal problems as they affect business. Then, finally, after 
these general courses, the pupil n1ay advance to specialized education. 
The professional aim of collegiate education for business is to 
give the foundational training for managers, business experts, and 
leaders who must develop and execute working plans in business. (4) 
(4) Ibid., P• 377 
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Introduction to Obj ectives of Collegiate Co~~ercial Education 
The most i mportant investment of the f unds of our Country should be 
in the training of those who will be its leaders in the near f uture . 
We must see t hat t he student has not only foundational work but 
also that type of foundational work that will be most beneficial to him 
and society. The student upon graduation must go out and earn a liveli-
hood. One method of determining the desired foundational work would be 
through the vocational guidance procedure, by which method the institu-
tion studies the cownunity, analyzes it, and tries to train enough so 
that the community will absorb them. Talks with the business man too 
sometimes determine valuable educational necessities. The following are 
examples: 
••..• .• principally a l a:ck of prepar edness to t ake over 
and find t hemselves adapt ed to a ctual business conditions 
as t hey are today ••...• f ew of them know what t hey want to 
do •••.••• they have no idea s as to what particular 
branch of t he bus i ness t hey want to follow •.•..• (?) 
.. . ...•.• t hey ar e all willing to accept responsibility 
but they ar e not prepared for it. (accuracy in addi-
tion, etc . - are they poorly tra ined or car eless?) (8) 
The college has been called the capstone of our educational system 
and we still look to this source for the prepar ation of leaders in all 
walks of life. Dr. Hermann Cooper , Assistant Commissioner of Education, 
Albany, N. Y., stated in 1939: 
More than ever before , the stat e , the church, and 
(7) Stenogr aphic Proceedings , Confer ence on Business and Educa tion, 
Beaver College , 1939. (New York, 1939), p. 31 
(8 ) Ibid., p. 38 
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business are seeking the services of the college 
trained men and vvomen. • •••••• the issue which 
business men must f ace today is whether or not 
they are willing to make the necessary sacrifice 
for the improvement and development of practical 
programs in our higher institutions in order to 
train young men and women for the responsi bilities 
in the business world. Book learning alone will 
not accomplish this purpose •••••.• must gain prac-
tical experience, along with theoretical knowledge. (9) 
As we have seen in the introduction of commercial studies into the 
public school system, in a democracy the people control the institutions . 
The demand of the people gives us education. The kind of education we 
have is the kind that people think they want. New courses of study are 
usually offered by colleges, and universities too, because of the in-
sistence of the public. The people have a right to expect t hat its 
institutions of higher education will produce capable leaders, protect 
and strengthen democratic institutions, and constantly adjust its program 
of training and study to meet ever-changing conditions of society. 
The first college was created primarily as a profess ional s chool for 
training men for the ministry. There has been a continuous conflict be-
tween those vn1o believe that higher institutions have a professional and 
cultural purpose and those who believe t hat the only purpose of the 
higher institution is the development of scholarly attitudes and habits 
through the acquisition of worth-while book knowledge. Because after 
graduation from college the student expects either to enter a profes-
sional school or some kind of useful employment in business and because 
(9) Ibid., p. 6S 
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of the general inability of college graduates to find suitable employ-
ment, the issue of general versus practical education in higher insti-
tutions is more keenly thrust into t he foreground today. 
From the point of view of the student, the parent, and some of the 
f aculty , the college i s primarily a pre-professional or a vocational in-
stitution. This situation has made it necessary for the college to offer 
something in addition to the s o-called classical curriculum.. Many in-
s t ances may be found where they now of fer four-year curricula leading 
to appropriate degrees in the following fields: agriculture, commerce, 
home economics, music, art, education, industrial arts, citizenship, 
and government. These curricula have come into existence because busi-
ness and industrial leaders have demanded the service of college grad-
uates with appropriate preparation. 
Higher forms of learning , business men have concluded, involve a 
culture , a discipline, and a training which make s the product a more use-
ful servant to business and to the community. They expect the college 
will prepare students of convi ctions, who are able to clearly and con-
vincingly state those convictions. The greatest contribution, especially 
among women, would be the development of personality which means confidence 
and a feeling of accomplishment which show in terms of the chance to co-
operate and evaluate things vdth fellow men. Her educa.tion must be rep-
resentative of t he culture of the past and the present and include those 
forms of training and experience which prepare her to take her pl ace in 
present-day busines s life. (10) 
(10) Ibid. , p. 71 
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If business demands these qualities, then it must recognize that 
book-learning alone will not accomplish these results. There must be 
created a laboratory where the college student may gain practical exper-
ience along vri th his theoretical book knowledge. A form of internship 
which would furnish the educational institution with opportunities to 
prepare a more useful member of business society should be developed. 
This cooperation should help to bring about a better understanding by 
the college of the needs of business, and an appreciation by the busi-
nessman of the educational progress of collegiate offerings. 
The vocational business education suffers from three major diffi-
culties: 
1. The popularity of business courses among pupils 
and their parents, and the consequent over-supply 
of young people prepared to work in offices. 
2. A misunderstanding of vocational business education, 
objectives, and standards on the part of guidance 
and administrative officers. 
3. An exceedingly limited or narro·w· vocational pro-
gram •••••. result is overcrowding clerical business 
courses. (11) 
Like social service, secretarial work appears upon an analysis of 
its requirements to be closely allied with the regular college courses. 
English is of great importance; election of the languages, literature, 
and history would cover the academic preparation. Of the technical train-
ing, typewriting has become not only a convenience but a necessity in so 
many fields that it is profitable for all students. 
(ll) E. C. T. A. 11th Yearbook, p. 303 
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Up to the close of the eighteenth century democracy had no part to 
play in producing the learned l ady. (12) Since t he nineteenth century, 
increasingly, the college woman has demanded work, and, increasingly, that 
work has become more varied in its char acter. At the present time, there-
fore, we have l arger groups of college-trained women entering occupations 
each year, and a greater number of occupations opening to receive them. (13) 
The college must provide society with a student who more nearly ap-
proximates its maximum working efficiency. Erville B. Woods is quoted 
as stating that 
••.•• society is suffering less from the race suicide of 
the capable, than from the nonutilization of the capaci-
ties of the well-endowed. (13) 
The traditional college curriculum does not supply a motive strong 
enough to be effective for the young people of today. They recognize 
the need for intellectual achievement and .moral character, but they want 
in addition something that will definitely prepare them for a vocation 
upon graduation. It has become the function of the present-day college 
to discover the openings or the opportunities for its gr aduates in the 
various fields of business and social activity. If women in numbers 
follow one or even a few professions, it is probable that only a few ar e 
in the field because it is the one peculiarly fitted to their aptitudes. 
Selections are probably based not on aptitude but on the contagion of 
('12) Foster, Grace R., Social Change in Relation to Curricular Development 
in Collegiate Education f or Women. (Maine, 1934), p. 3 
(13) Robinson, op. cit., p. 127 
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imitation, on the ambitions of parents, on financial pressure, in the 
ease of entrance, or on the lack of knowledge of other opportunities. 
If the student has a knowledge of other opportunities and a conviction of 
her mvn aptitude for a particular one of them, the popularity of other 
vocations would have little to do with her right choice of a vocation. 
At the end of the period during which she has received her cultural 
education, the modern college woman is faced with the fact t hat it is im-
pera tive for her to decide what she is going to do with the rest of her 
life. If a decision is not made early in the college career, the student 
upon graduation is hurried into an occupation which she has had no chance 
to investigate or test with relation to her abilities; she and society 
are deprived temporarily or permanently, therefore, of the utilization 
of her highest capacities. To meet this problem the college must assume 
the responsibility of providing opportunity to select careers and educa-
tion which will have some bearing on the successful pursuit of them. 
Something must happen to each and every one of them 
that gives him some glimpse of his future life and 
arouses his .ambitions to strive for it ••••• a man 
can hardly fix his ambitions upon a literary career 
when he is perfectly unaware, as millions are, that 
such a thing as a literary career exists ••••••• a 
clear vision of a congenial field is that one funda-
mental circumstance in anyone's career. (14) 
The freshman year should provide some slight indication of the work 
the student does best. By the sophomore year she should recognize a 
variation in human capacities and in possibilities of the utilization of 
those capacities as a useful member of s_ociety. By that time the student 
(14) Ibid., p. 128 
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has witnessed the graduation of one class. A critical point in her own 
career has been reached. Opportunity lies before her to withdraw into 
three years of study which is entirely unconnected with the outside world 
or to turn to studies which make her conscious of the society she is to 
enter upon graduation . As a woman she makes her decision--not necessarily 
to enter some field which implies irretrievable bonds to 0ne occupation, 
but rather a chance for initial trials of strength in different forms of 
social activity and endeavor. 
Because the young woman who elects medicine, law, or teaching as 
her profession realizes her need to make direct application of her learn-
ing in the future, she will study her courses in history, economics, 
government, science, or education, with distinct aims in view. So it is 
with the young woman who desires to enter business. For her there will 
be a new interest in psychology, in sociology, in English, in modern 
languages, in whatever bears upon her chosen type of business. 
True democracy does not demand a college training 
for all, but an opportunity for the highest develop-
ment of individual capacity. (15) 
If a student is conscious of her desire to enter a definite field 
of endeavor in society and has been taught the principles behind society, 
she is ready to give to the world the maximum of her powers. Throughout 
her junior and senior years she prepares herself intelligently by group-
ing her electives toward her goal, makes contacts and gains experience 
through part-time and substitute work, so that upon employment there is 
(15) Robinson, op. cit., p. 133 
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less waste through failure or through partial success. By efforts to 
relate its education intimately to life the college would encourage 
growth and reduce waste. This is a problem of ,unity or orientation 
which is so necessary in order to make effectual the advantage of giving 
to the majority opportunity for higher education. 
The greatest need of graduates today is that they have an under-
standing of and ability to present themselves. An insufficiency of per-
sonal confidence will bar them from opportunity in industry. 
They have minds that have been clocked to each assign-
ment but are timid in public; they are wizards in 
mathematics and excel in studies but are hesitant to 
state their accomplishment in an interview with an em-
ployer. Why not introduce into the final closing days 
of college life a series of job-hunting sessions so 
that men and women will be trained to approach employ-
ment from an experienced angle? (16) 
The student is not ready for experience. They must be taught to 
sell themselves. They must recognize that they are now prepared to take 
their place in society and must have confidence in their own contribu-
tion. 
The purpose of commercial education is education which will fit 
the student or prepare him for profitable employment. The problems of 
commercial activities are solved largely by the application of psychology 
and sociology. Through commercial education a desire to join in the com-
mon work of the cmrununity should be created within each student. He should 
be given an appreciation and respect for the social and economic values 
of his surroundings. Every effort should be made to encourage the student 
(16) Proceedings, op. cit., p. 10 
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to develop desirable personal qualities. Technical tra ining is essential, 
but certain habits of work and menta l attitudes toward work are almost 
more necessary. Education should make men want the right things and en-
able them to control eff ectively all the forces of nature and themselves 
that they can satisfy these wants. 
Every business student should be required to take some science. He 
need not be an expert in any one field of science, but he should be in-
telligent about procedures, terminologies, and technicalities. This is 
necessary, for we live in a world of scientific development. Products 
and processes of business are scientifically planned. Through research 
it is possible to prevent excessive waste and to make the greatest use of 
products. When Leverett S. Lyon made his study he found by indirect 
questions in writing and personal intervievrs that Labor wants definite 
qualifications for its applicants and workers: 
l. from an inquiry we learn tha t most businesses 
pr~fer workers with special university courses 
along bus iness lines. 
2. originality, initiative and judgment. 
3. good char acter--courteous, considerat e , toler-
ant, work overtime. 
4. a bit of fundamental information concerning 
business. (17) 
Labor believes that vocational instruction might be confined to the 
workshop, but the school should develop a well-rounded student--healthy 
in mind and physique, with a knowledge and appreciation of relationships, 
(17) Lyon, op. cit., Chap. VII 
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not merely skills alone. Cooperation, energy, vigor, desire, and inter-
est in further educational development after gr aduation are set forth as 
desirable aims. Appreciation powers should be developed through the 
study of music, history, literature, science; and social relationships 
should be developed through civics, geography, and similar studies. 
Labor wants from Education health and full develop-
ment for the body, knowledge and truth for the mind, 
fineness for the feelings, good will towards its kind, 
and coupled with this liberal education, such a train..;. 
ing as will make its members efficient, self-supporting 
citizens of a free self-governing community. Such an 
education, and only such an education, will meet the 
needs of the individual, the class, the nation, and 
the race. (18) 
Schools which meet this objective are classified by types. Of the recog-
nized types of collegiate schools of busineRs, the most popular is the 
four-year college, but other types are the following: 
(18) 
1. t wo-year undergraduate school ) 
) 
2. three-year undergraduate school) 
3. four-year undergraduate school 
required work in liberal 
arts courses. 
4. five-year undergraduate school (including one year of 
supervised work) 
5. undergraduate-graduate school 
6.· graduate school 
Baccalaureate degrees awarded are: 
Bachelor of Science in Commerce 
Bachelor of Science 
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration 
Bachelor of Business Administration 
Bachelor of Commercial Science 
Ibid., P• 110 
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Bachelor of Science in Business 
Bachelor of Arts 
Bachelor of Philosophy 
Bachelor of Science in Economics 
The most frequently awarded degree is the Bachelor of Science in 
Commerce. 
In 1916 collegiate authorities organi~ed under the name of the 
American Association of Collegiate Schools of Business for the improve-
ment and promotion of higher education for business in North America. 
The standards of this association govern all outstanding colleges of 
business. The function of this organization was principally to form the 
standards of admission. They have set the following as their aims: 
l. Training in general fundamentals of business. 
2. Training in various specialized phases of business. 
3. Training for business leadership. 
4. Equipment with the cultural and ethical foundations 
for business life. 
Admission requirements set by the association were a t least fifteen 
units of secondary work as defined qy the North Centra l Association of 
Colleges and Secondary Schools or its equivalent. 
Requirements for graduation with degree are 120 hours; 50% of these 
total hours must be t aken in business subjects. 
There must be a reasonable amount of work in five groups of study: 
business, finance, accounting, business l aw , marketing, and statistics. 
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The faculty shall include at least three teachers of full profes-
sorial rank. In general the teachers shall teach elementary work fifteen 
hours; advanced work twelve hours. 
Because of the rapid growth of the collegiate school for business 
after 1914, there was little opportunity for carefully developed programs 
and clearly defined objectives. The problem seemed to be to provide 
building and equipment facilities to meet the enrollment. 
The staff was ill - prepared, and the lack of funds to support further 
investigation was a great handicap. The teachers were interested in fur-
ther study and a scientific preparation but l acked the proper preparation, 
funds, a.nd time. They have, however, now organized themselves into 
special professional groups to study the needs and problems of the field. 
The colleges were not able to make objective s tudies of the demands 
of the business world for special types of training. The guidance, place-
ment and follow-up services were not established until rather recently. 
The work of the American Association of Collegiate Schools of Business 
has done much to formulate definite objectives and to up-grade the busi-
ness training program. 
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Objectives 
Again Commercial Education may be defined in terms of its aims. It 
is not found merely in the generalized obj ective of 11 training for bus iness . 11 
I t is an inclusive term which is interes ted primarily in giving specific 
t raining for a definite initial job or more efficient service on the pres-
ent j ob, although there is a strong drift, today, away from t he single 
goal of development of occupational skill. 
Various listings of a ims of earlier schools follow: 
The a im of the schools wa s to give t he student a broad 
view of the complex business world of the t wentieth 
century. (19) 
To liberalize as well a s to tra in. A better culture 
and an extension of culture into r ealms of life where 
it is now too little knovm •• • ••• industrial activity on 
a scientific basis. (20) 
Dean Hotchkiss listed the following: 
Public responsibility-- firs t duty i s a function of 
national life. 
Educational sequence- -education for business not a 
thing for itself . It is to be correlated 
with higher education, it must be a part of 
a system. 
Scientif ic content-- students must be carried through 
basic analytical processes in which the funda-
mental business processes must be set. Business 
subjects will be subject matter for analysis and 
not as mat t ers of pure informational interest. 
Profess ional a im--to give the found ation training for 
managers , business experts, and leaders who must 
develop and execute working plans in bus iness. 
Vision--experimental courses looking to the future. (21) 
(19) B. R. Haynes and H. P. J ackson . 
(20) Lyon. Op. cit., p. 375 
(21) Ibid., p. 377 
A History of Bus iness Education in 
the United Stat es. (New York, 1935), p. 85 · 
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General education, however, which contributes directly to these 
preparatory and extension functions of education is also included in com-
mercial educational training. It is one part of vocational education and 
works for the achievement of the general aims of education. Commercial 
education has a dual nature in that it includes skills and a knowledge of 
business and its principles. Business services such as organizing, finan-
cing, staffing, housing, and managing a commercial enterprise are in-
eluded. Business is a social service and the economic branch by means of 
which we are enabled to satisfy our wants; it creates business activity. 
Basic standards of right action as well as eff iciency standards are neces-
sary. 
Commercial Education on the collegiate level aims to train executives. 
Broad courses to build up a rich business background for the future leader 
and "education and training which prepares specifically for an understand-
ing of the relationship and performance of activities in business" (22) are 
a part of the program. Because of commercial education on any level we 
should have, as a result, higher social economic efficiency and increased 
vocational efficiency. 
The final test of the value of the aims and curriculum 
of business education will be their ultimate usefulness 
in the mutual adjustment and welfare of the individual 
and society. (23) 
The appropriate sources for the aims of any commercial curriculum 
may be found in a study of the social and economic life of a community. 
(22) Malott, op. cit., p. 251 
(23) J. Graham, The Evolution of Business Education in the United States, 
(Los Angele s , 1933), p. 33 
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Continued study and research must be made in this field because there is 
constant change, and business education must develop with economic and 
social trends. This study may be formal or informal. Formal study of 
the trends would be provided through scientific study or research; in-
formal study would be through observation, casual inquiry. The needs of 
the community and the capacities, abilities, and tastes of the individual 
students must be taken into consideration. 
The several sources of aims may be listed as follows: 
1. Educational source . 
a. Tradition is sometimes considered but it is not a valid 
source. 
b. Procedures in other institutions: college entrance re-
quirements, the practices of collegiate schools, the 
functions of specialized schools, etc. 
c. Sentiment of the locality and state school administra-
tion with reference to business education, the finan-
cial status of the school district. 
d. Teacher preparation and interests. 
e. Enrollment trends indicating pupil demand. 
2. Sociological source. 
a. A study of social and economic changes. 
b. Research--census investigation, city and state surveys. 
3. Psychological Source--individual differences. 
4. Philosophical Source--philosophical writ ings reveal sources 
of aims and curriculum but indicate ideal conditions. (24) 
(24) Ibid., P• 37 
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Aims and curriculum should be based upon a study of all sources. 
A consideration of a well-rounded individual life and of ideal social 
and economic conditions must have a foundation covering all phases of 
life. All must lead to individual and social well-being. Rapidly chang-
ing principles of education and demands of business complicate and re-
tard the problem of setting up objectives for commercial education. Def-
inite objectives must be set up before establishing a program for busi-
ness training. 
In this connection another vital factor is the criticism qy busi-
ness men of commercial education. Their criticism should be of more 
value in discovering deficiencies than in providing remedies for re-
organization. Business men should be made to convert their impressions 
into facts before recommending remedies to commercial curricular needs. 
They should be urged to make a scientific study of the progress which has 
been made in education. 
Business transactions embody fundamental business principles and 
business is essentially a mental process of persons who are making judg-
ments or choices in exchange of values based upon the money concept. The 
kind of thinking and the quality of action r eveal the value of business 
education. 
The curricula objectives of business education originate in both 
Vocational and General Education. These objectives must be based upon 
sound principles of education, they must be definite, they must be of the 
present day and not savor of the traditional, and they must not reflect 
the private business school purposes. 
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It is unwise to consider commercial educational objectives as dif-
ferent from the general objectives of education. Many stress only the 
vocational skills . Fundamental principles of all business dealings should 
be made available to the students . True commercial education is found 
only when i t fosters and encourages the development of an ever - widening 
social outlook. (25) Each student of commercial education must be made 
sensitive to the social problems of the day and be encouraged to consider 
these problems and deal intelligently with them. Commercial education 
includes all objectives of education; all the legitimate demands of 
business are considered ; all the interests, aptitudes and abilities of 
students are given consideration. Commercial education which is one phase 
of vocational education is a very inclusive term and may cover 11all those 
experiences whereby an individual learns to carry on successfully any 
useful occupation . " (26) Its final objective is to increase the occupa-
tional efficiency of the present and future workers of the Country. 
The educat ional elements of human behavior as set forth b.1 Lomax 
must be considered in the working out of the objectives of commercial ed-
ucation and in the achievement of the final objectives of educati on. 
1. Knowledge- -sum total of acquired informat ion or facts . 
2. Habi ts-- tendency to r eact in a fixed way to particular 
situations. 
(25) S. J. McConnell, "A Critical Survey of the Objectives of Commercial 
Education. 11 Balance Sheet, (January, 1933), pp. 
205- 209; 115. 
(26) J. D. Russell, and associates, Vocational Education, Staff Study 
Number 8. Prepared for the Advisory 
Committee on Education. Washington: 
Superintendent of Documents, 1938, 
pp. 1- 21 
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3. Ideals--individual or group characteristic which 
is 11 an object of desire." 
4. Powers-- which is an ability to do; ability to con-
trol the circumstances of life; ability to 
apply knowledge, habits and ideals to the 
effective solution of the problem. 
Lomax has listed the following as functions of commercial education:(27) 
adaptive, unifying, differentiating, selective, directive, 
participating, and preparatory. 
Five aims of secondary business education prior to 1919 are found 
to be: 
1. To prepare pupils for specific office positions. 
2. To give that form of general education which will 
prepare young people to enter business pursuits. 
3. To adapt business education to social civic life. 
4. To prepare pupils for l ater promotion. 
5. To provide opportunity for mental discipline. (2g) 
A more recent set-up of aims on the secondary school level which 
could be profitably considered in formulating the aims of collegiate com-
mercial education is - - l. To prepare pupils for simple office jobs. 
2. To adapt business tra il1ing to the needs of social and 
civic life. 
3. To give that form of general education which will 
prepare young people to enter into business pursuits. 
4. To give necessary business information and skill to 
all pupils for use in personal social and civic life . 
5. To f ulfill all general obj ectives of education. 
6. To prepare pupils for later promotion. 
7. To prepare for university work in commerce. 
(27) Paul Lomax, Commercial Teaching Problems, (New York , 1928), pp. 38-41 
(28) J. Graham, op . cit., p. 50 
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Two outstanding changes in the aims are first the opportunity for 
all pupils to profit by consumer education and finally provision is made 
to take care of preparation for continued study in the collegiate schools 
of business. 
Breidenbaugh has said that the three R's may be replaced by Effi-
ciency, Economy, Equalization in commercial education: 
l. Scientific thinking ) 
) Based upon a philosophy 
2. Character building ) of commercial education 
) that gives emphasis to 
3. Apprecie.tion of commerce) cultural values and skills. 
) 
4- Development of skills ) 
Then unit objectives must be formulated. These unit objectives have their 
foundation in the subject objectives. Subject objectives have their foun-
dation in the four principles. The four principles have their foundation 
in the philosophy of commercial education. 
Breidenbaugh justifies his cardinal objectives by such explanations: 
I. Scientific thinking: to develop a scientific attitude toward 
business services and business management. 
A. Training in research. 
B. Training in analytical thinking. 
C. Actual contact with application to business. 
D. By becoming familiar with the world's great industries 
and business leaders, and commercial literature. 
II. Character Building: to develop a proper attitude of honesty, 
loyalty, neatness, courtesy, accuracy, 
promptness, industry, cheerfulness, co-
operation, and usefulness in performance. 
A. Develop an understanding of honesty and responsibility 
through guidance in checking work. 
B. Develop an attitude of neatness and accuracy in all skill 
subjects . 
C. Develop an attitude of dependability, responsibility, 
cooperation and courtesy on the part of students in 
home, school, and store situations. 
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III. Appreciation of Commerce: importance of industry and com-
merce in the activities of man. 
A. Develop an appreciation of the importance of good citizen-
ship, good health, and broad and thorough education. 
B. Applying to home life desirable habits, ideas, and appre-
ciations acquired in business training. 
IV. Development of skills: develop such ability and skill neces-
sary for performance of various of-
fice and store activities with intel-
ligence, accuracy, and dispatch. 
A. Develop such ability and skill a s will prepare one for 
employment. 
B. Develop ability to work from verbal and written directions. 
C. Develop skill in expression. 
D. Develop skill in use of office machines. 
E. Develop skill and ability in adaptation and application. 
F. Develop skill in all business operations that are con-
ducive to success. (29) 
Certain outcomes of teaching commercial subjects are common to all 
subjects in the field. Understanding of certain general principles of 
business management can be an outcome of the teaching of shorthand, type-
vrriting, boolckeeping, commercial l aw, and commercial arithmetic. 
Nichols has divided business subjects into: 
1. Prevocational 
2. Technical 
3. Related Vocational--knowledge or background 
4. Consumer business education 
Through education there should be a continuous growth in the power 
of the individual and of groups of individuals to adjust themselves sat-
isfactorily to desirable life experiences in ever endeavoring to increase 
(29) V. E. Breidenbaugh, "Cardinal Obj ectives in Commercial Education. 11 
The Journal of Business Education. (December, 1934), 
pp. 25-26; 28, 32. 
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human welfare and happiness. (30) The philosophy of commercial education 
is primarily the philosophy of general education plus specific knowledges, 
specific attitudes, specific abilities , specific skills, specific appre-
elations, and specific problem-solving techniques that enable the student 
vocationally and avocationally to be eff icient and help him to serve 
society through the medium of business with a well-balanced solution of 
problems raised by the policies and practices of commercial education. (31) 
Through this branch of education we must build an adequate background 
of general education which insures a high degree of social understanding. 
As a result right social attitudes and habits of thought and action pre-
vail. There must be occupational intelligence which is an adequate under-
standing of the principles of business. This may be attained through a 
study of busines s organization, management, commercial law, and business 
economics. Sufficient technical skill must be developed to assure ini-
.tial employment. Thus vocational competency which is the outcome of com-
mercial training consists of three things: 
1. Technical knowledge 
2. Skill 
3. Occupational understanding 
Consumer education is making necessary business training available 
to all students. There is need for business understanding as auxiliary 
information to everyday life in society and to any profession. Dentists, 
(30) Paul Lomax , 11Vfuat is a sound. Philosophy of Bus i ness Educa tion?" 
The Business Education World. (November and December, 
1935), pp. 195 
(31) V. E. Breidenbaugh, op. cit., p. 25 
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doctors, and scientists should all have a knowledge of the fundamentals 
of business that they may more intelligently carry on their o~~ personal 
business affairs. 
The ultimate objectives of commercial education may be considered 
in the light of the general objectives of education, as follows: 
1. Health and better appreciation of it. 
2. Ability to use the fundamental processes in everyday 
life. 
3. Ability and determination to play a worthy part as a 
member of a family circle. 
4. Ability to perform the duties of some socially de-
sirable occupation. 
5. Unders t anding of the essential elements of the social 
organism of v,rhich the individual is a part. 
6. An appreciation of the fact that leisure is becoming 
increasingly abundant and there must be ability to 
put i t to good use from a social point of view. 
7. Clear concepts of r i ght and viTong and courage t o act 
in accordance with such concepts. 
In conclusion it may be stat ed tha t commercial education endeavors 
t o make t he l arge st possible contribution toward t he achievement of the 
nonvocational aims of education, t o develop occupat ional intelligence to 
the highest poss ible degree, having in mind business organization, manage-
ment, services, and employments, and to develop the kind and degree of 
vocational skill required for successful functioning i n a recognized con-
t act job. 
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It is ~ssential that they too be a good neighbor, develop sympathy, 
achieve tolerance, and learn cooperation. 
Objectives 
Women have a special interest in education. Their program should 
differ from men in emphasis, child psychology, and history of the family. 
There is no need, however, to break away from the cultural course or from 
the fundamental liberal college aim. Women in education have not been 
revolutionary; they broaden and supplement the aims of liberal education. 
They introduce fresh points of view in the t reatment of the old subjects. 
The legitimate aims of a college for women in general terms need not 
differ at all from the aims of a college for men. The purpose of either 
institution may be stunmed up as follows: to supply all available knowl-
edge and to develop an inquisitive spirit, to orient the student for her 
probable life, and to give training for a definite pursuit. More than 
anything else, society expects women to have the knowledge involved in 
running a house and making a home, and ability to care for the needs of 
children. 
Accumulated knowledge is our intellectual heritage. The function 
of the college is to make this learning available to society. Universi-
ties and colleges preserve, re-examine, and eA~end the conclusions of 
former experience. Thus new workers are trained. 
The fields of learning which are the particular care of the college 
of liberal arts are: 
a. the recorded history of all kinds of human 
activity and experience; 
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b. the study of nature, including man himself, 
describing outward manifestations and dis-
covering underlying forces, and the reason 
for their action; 
c. the expression of man's own activities and 
the embodiment of his interests and desires 
in constructions for his comfort, in customs 
and institutions for the fulfillment of his 
social instincts, and in works of art for 
his spiritual satisfaction; 
d. the industrial and political organization 
which is necessary for the protection of in-
dividual rights and the orderly carrying on 
of human efforts; 
e. the methods and tools of inquiry, investiga-
tion and the recording of human knowledge; 
f. mathematics, logic, language , the natural and 
social sciences, philosophy. (40) 
The college of liberal arts carries on objective studies in these 
fields and trains those who will continue these types of work. It is its 
duty to bring to the present the knowledge gained by all the past 
by investigating and experimenting, and qy providing the facilities for 
the development and training of the intellectual powers and the moral 
character of the young people who come to it as students. 
Practically it falls to the college of liberal arts to give a part 
or all of the training required for teaching and for many other vocations. 
The college in doing this t akes on the character of a professional school. 
The graduates of a liberal arts college are going to earn their living by 
the services which they render to society whether they are called profes-
sional or not. As soon as a student in the college chooses his field of 
major interest or concentration, he pursues, or should pursue, his studies 
in a professional spirit. Only incidental differences in method of 
(40) Johnston, J. B., The Liberal College in Changing Society. (New York, 
1930), p. 6 
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instruction or investigation between t he college and the professional 
school are found. 
The college is concerned primarily with knowl edge; 
knowledge, with acquiring, refining, and testing 
man's knowledge of his world and himself and with 
the personality of its individual members, their 
habits of thought and action, and the training and 
discipline of their power s . I t i s the duty of the 
college to develop social trai ts and att i tudes 
f avorabl e t o human wel l-being. (41) 
I n doing its work the col lege is the servant of society and is con-
cerned with the welfare of all men, relating its work to human life as 
a whole, and integrating the lives of its students with reference to the 
whole of society. Its primary concern is, however, with the preservation 
and expansion of knowledge for the sake of the service which the cumulative 
experience of the race can render to society in its future adjustments. 
Specific professional training, as for teaching , social work , journalism, 
and the fine arts, is included in its offerings. 
It preserves knowledge which is not of professional value . Research 
in the liberal arts college disseminates knowledge which may be used later 
by the professions and~ industry. Cultivation of man's aesthetic sense 
is an aim as well as the direct custodianship of literature and the fine 
arts. In the l ast analysis, however, it serves organized society by sup-
plying the knowledge necessary for human welfare. The college of liberal 
arts serves as preparation f or the professional school s and the graduate 
school , for it gives all the training offered in schools in this Country 
in history, economics, government.,and sociology. 
(41) Ibid., p. 9 
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The immediate objective of the college is to furnish 
the opportunities, facilities, and direction needed 
for the fullest development of the native powers of 
each student, together with the preservation of all 
his ini tia ti ve and independence of judgment. (L~2) 
Colleges which continue to admit any considerable number of the middle 
group to the present student body have the special responsibility of 
measuring their ability and directing them to the various types of train-
ing. They must receive general education which will increase their per-
sonal efficiency and make of them better citizens. 
The question arises, "What is the college of today doing to help .the 
student?" Efforts are being made to help the student discover his own 
capacities and interests, actual and potential. By pointing out to him 
the implications of those capacities and interests and urging that he 
further develop them, the college contributes its objective of developing 
a productive social being. 
The curriculum is being constructed for, with, and by the student. 
The purpose of the college is to help the student. The curriculum thus 
becomes an individual affair. The curriculum is being f itted to the man. 
During the first two years the students pursue practically the same course. 
Concentration of attention upon a major subject and greater emphasis on 
individual initiative and responsibility are distinctive features of the 
last two years. The most effective means of inspiring students to four 
years of intellectual study is to make it possible for them to be under 
the influence of intellectual personalities. "Make a student a drawer of 
(42) Ibid., p. 151 
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water to somebody who has a real problem in hand." (43) The college to-
day must equip the student with the knowledge necessary to live uprightly 
and usefully in any career he may enter. It must cultivate the lavT-abid-
ing spirit among those who are still in college. The aim of the Arnerican 
college must be cultural rather than vocational. (44) The American col-
lege must have a field of its own and be self-sufficient, not dependent 
on another for completion. This field is cultural: what man is, what 
he has thought and done, and the l aws of nature that surround him . Be-
cause our people have more leisure, more opportunity, and a desire for 
culture, life on an intellectual plane predominates the American people. 
The college must show that true intellectual culture can be att ained only 
by hard personal effort. 
I foresee in this country three types of colleges giving 
a bachelor's degree; not closed types, wholly distinct, 
capable of being rigidly classified, but different 
enough to be recognized. 
1. independent college of arts and pure 
sciences--definite cultural intent. 
2. those which after the first t wo years 
give the ma jority ma.inly professional 
instruction with a vocational aim. 
3. univer sities wi th professional schools 
open to graduates and undergraduates 
whose objective is clearly cultural. 
Each of these v'li ll do its distinctive work; each will 
supply a great need--the educational development of the 
people. (45) 
Summary 
The liberal arts college was designed for the higher education of a 
group restricted in size and homogeneous in educational purpose. It is 
(43) Kelly, R. L., The Effective College . (New York, 1938), p. 33 
(44) Ibid. , p. 284 
(45) Ibid . , p. 288 
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still a preprofessional institution. Originally its purpose was primarily 
for the training of a learned ministry, but gr adually tra ining for medi-
cine, law, education, and now business, has crept into its accomplishments. 
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Chapter III 
WHAT SHOULD BE THE CURRICULUM FOR COLLEGIATE CONmm&RCIAL EDUCATION IN 
WASHINGTON, D. C.? 
In Washington, D. C., a center of business activity, there are only 
two institutions of higrer learning offering courses in business educa-
tion. This is probably because the high schools and business schools 
have so satisfactorily performed the task of preparing for minor business 
positions and these students through promotion have made the desired ad-
vancement. In spite of this success, graduates of high schools and busi-
ness schools are now having difficulty because increasingly more students 
with four years' liberal arts training, plus one year of business school, 
are applying for positions. Their educational background, maturity, and 
willingness to work for the same salary as their competitive high school 
applicant is a decided advantage to them. 
It is the effort of this investigation to formulate a curriculum 
within the four-year liberal arts course which will include the necessary 
training for prospective employees of Washington without necessitating 
an additional year in a local business school. 
In preparation for a commercial occupational survey of the District, 
with their o\vn interest and aptitudes in mind, the students completing 
the survey have been directed in mrucing the following investigations. 
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR COLLEGE WOMEN IN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT. 
The greatest field of employment for women in Washington is, of 
course, the Government. Because of quota limitations, however, residents 
of the District must turn to other fields of employment. Not all of our 
graduates will enter the Civil Service. One of the surveyors selected a 
special phase of Government employment as desirable; therefore, consid-
eration will be given to this vast field of occupational opportunity. 
The progress women have made in business is more pronounced in pri-
vate industry than in the Federal service. Before the Constitution was 
adopted, however, there were instances where women were employed in the 
Government. The woman who V'B.S actually first in this field is not knovm 
because of the many branches of the Government which must be taken into 
consideration. For every branch, and there are many, ranging from unskilled 
to skilled, there is a pioneer claiming to be the first woman in the Fed-
eral Government. 
The exact character of the positions and the salaries of these first 
workers are unknovm in any great detail because of the loss of the records. 
Another handicap is the f act that in the records that are available, t he 
initials and not the full name are stated, thus leaving a question as to 
whether the individual was male or female. 
Once women gained entrance to the Government, the road was not straight 
and smooth. It seems that whenever there was an economic depression, and 
a great number of men were unemployed, the women were made to give way to 
the men, who claimed more right to the job because they supported dependents. 
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5. To determine the average length of human life for 
convenience in computing rates for life insurance . 
In statistical work there are many subsidiary t asks as compar ed to 
the fevT that carry with them the main responsibility. Among the subsidiary 
t a sks may be mentioned statistical machine operator, computer, and statis-
tical draftsman. In the semi-professional vmrk is the statistical secre-
tary, who in addition to her r egular work of a secretary, must be able to 
classify data for statistical use, the statistica l accountant whose work 
deals with data reporting the financial status of the business, the statis-
tical laboratory worker who aids in teaching courses in statis tics , the 
statistical clerk whose duties are generally collecting and tabulating the 
data, and the field investigator who collects the data . In the professional 
field the statistician must plan, direct, and interpret the results of in-
vestigations. 
The Federal Government is the l argest single research organization in 
the world. Outside of the Bureau of the Census, the Weather Bureau, De-
partments of State, Labor, Agriculture, Treasury, and War employ statisticians . 
Recently in the Federal Bureau of Investigation of the Department of Justice 
statistics have played an important role. In the list of statisticians 
employed by the Federal Government in 1931 more than half who r anked as 
junior statisticians and above wer e employed qy the Department of Agriculture. 
Specific problems of economics are met in industry and commerce. Busi-
ness is a compar atively new f ield for the application of s t atistics. In 
manufacturing, insurance , banks, and investment houses, advertising agencies, 
and trade associations there is a place for statisticians. 
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For all statistical work, as much general education as possible is 
advisable. A college education is taken for granted except for the subsid-
iary clerical positions. Although statisticians insist that little mathe-
matics is actually used, mathematics is emphasized, especially logaritlLms, 
and if possible accounting 11 for the type of thinking involved and for the 
basic conceptions gained for statistical methods." (47) 
Because statistics are concerned with social phenomena, work in econom-
ics, sociology, and history is of the first importance in the general prepa-
ration for statistics. At least one foreign l anguage should be acquired, 
Spanish, French, or German. Training in English composition is valuable for 
report v~iting . Training in statistics is an important contribution to 
general education. 
For subsidia1~ positions a special skill is sufficient, as drafting 
and computing. For advancement to professional work, a thorough comprehen-
sian of statistics is essential. This may be acquired through experience 
alone or from courses. The l atter method naturally gives a more complete 
knowledge and consequently offers more rapid advancement. As in any other 
field, experience is a helpful quality. 
Although women are more in demand for the subordinate positions in 
statistical work, the positions of the largest responsibility and salary 
are held by the men. The basis for this is not in the character of the 
work but rather 
The prevailing acceptance in government and business 
of the leadership of men, which results in the assump-
tion by men of the responsibility for making progress 
(47) Bureau of Vocational Informat~on, Statistical Work, page 94 
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and taking command and regarding women as assistants, 
and in the reluctance on the part of vromen to t ake the 
necessary initiative in preparation and in increasingly 
responsible work. It is therefore true that women 
must still have more easliy discernible qualifications 
than men, who are more r eadily accept ed on trust. 
'rhe instability of women ·workers because marriage has 
so frequently interrupted vocational progress. (48) 
In some instances, however, women have gained professional rank in 
statistics. That the whole field of statistics is open to vwmen who have 
the ability to carry the responsibility in this field is a commonly ac-
cepted f act. 
As for the qualifications required in statistical work, general intel-
ligence is emphasized by employers. The operator of a machine must be ac-
curate and patient. The supervisor of a division of statistical computers 
or clerical workers must have executive ability. She must know at first 
hand and from experience the work of her division. For the field investiga-
tor the qualities listed are zest for getting information, ability to meet 
people and recognize the desired information. A statistical clerk needs 
the ability to viTite clearly and a skill in organizing subject matter. She 
must have interest in ~er work and an acquaintance with status methods. In 
professional fields versatility and good judgment are essential. 
As statisticians generally work in higher-class organizations, the ad-
vantages are good hours, agreeable surroundings and associations, stimulat-
ing work, and opportunity for initiative. The chief limitation is in be-
coming too specialized. The worker must keep the end in view and work toward 
that end. She must not let herself become interested in some minor point 
(48) Ibid., p. 106 
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that has little bearing on the problem in question. The work might be-
come routine, but it need not, because new phases al ways appear. 
In the Federal service the salaries of a s t atistical clerk average 
from $lL~O t o $~600. 
Junior St atistical Clerk 
As sistant St atistical Clerk 
Statistical Clerk 
Senior St atistical Clerk 
$1440 - $1800 
$1620 - $1980 
$1800 - $2160 
$2000 - $2600 
The highest sal ary in the Government f or the Principal Statistician 
is $5600 - $6400. 
In business the salaries aver age s omewhat lovver. The common entrance 
salar y i s $20 . 00 a week . The highest pai d clerk receives :!~39.00. 
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TABLE I. A SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS OF THE EDUCATIONAL AND OTHER ENTRANCE 
REQUIREMENTS WITH ADVISED CHANNELS .OF APPROACH FOR A STATISTICIAN 
IN FEDERAL SERVI CE. 
. Department Type Education . : Entrance Ex:Qerience Salary 
A.B. M.A.: Exam. :Appl. Yes No 
Bureau of . . . 
Agr icultural :Economist: X X X . X X . . 
Economics 
. 
. . 
Federal : 
Bureau of :Stenog. X X X $1620. 
Investiga- :Typist X X ~~1440. 
tion . .. 
. 
.. 
Federal Stenog. X X X $1560. 
Reserve Typist X X !/pl4Lt0. 
Bureau of Stenog. X .. X . 
Labor Typist X X $1440. 
Statistics :Statis .Jr: X X X 
Treasury . Stenog. . X . . 
Statistician: Typist $1440. 
:Statist 'n : X X X 
Bureau of . Stenog. . . . 
Census . Typist X .. $1440. . . 
:Statist'n: X X X $2000. 
Children's :Stat.Olrk: X X X $141"0. 
Bureau :Statist 1 n: X X X ~~1620. 
Civil :Stat.Olrk: .. X ~~1440. . 
Service :Jr.Stat'n: X X X ~~2000. 
Commission :Assist . 
:Statist 1 n: X X X $2600 
. 
. : . 
Department . Stenog. . $1440. . . 
of . Typist · . 
Agriculture :Statist' n : X X X 
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Civil Service Recommendations for the different profes s ional f i elds of service : 
A.B. in Economics: 
20 semester hours in statistics, or 
30 semester hours in st ati stics and any one of the following: 
economics, biology , s ociology , public health, 
home economics, mathematics or physics; but 
in any case--
6 semester hours of statistics. 
Junior Professional Ass i s t ant Civil Service examinat ion: 
mental test, 
elementary computations, 
t abulating, 
gra phing 
Salary: 
Beginning salaries , ~~1440, advancing to $1620 and ~2000.. The 
scal e of salaries on the urofessional basis : 
Statistical clerk ~ $1M .. O-~~l620 
Experience : 
Junior Professional 
Assistant 
Associate Statistician 
Statistician 
Senior Statistician 
Principal St atis tician 
$2000 
$3200 
$3SOO 
$4600 
$5600 
Only the Federal Reserve requires previous experience of its 
stenographer s. 
Assistant Statistician, according to information gathered from 
the Civil Service Commission,must have t wo years of experience. 
Conclusion: 
On entering the field of statistics through the stenographic-typist 
approach--
90% recommend college degree 
85% require Civil Service examination 
90% demand no experience 
$1440 average salary for beginners 
.. 
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TABLE II. A SUl\llMA._"R.Y OF THE EDUCATIONAL AND OTHER ENTRANCE REQUIREl\JlENTS 
FOR Ei\IIPLOYMENT I N 'l'HE ACCOUNTING FIELD I N FEDERAL SERVICE. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Education Entrance 
:High School College : Civil Service Application 
Examination 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
. Salary 
$1200. 
$1200 
$1800 
$2000 
$2000 
Conclusions: In the Federal service women in the various accounti ng de-
partments are a minority, as the following figures indicate: 
1 out of 10 are women in Department A 
5 out of 60 are women in Department B 
50 out of 50 are women in Department C 
Recommendations: 
1. Keep up education; success depends on the individual. 
2. Specialize on something which will be useful to you upon 
graduation--English. 
3. More opportunities for women in the a ccounting field than 
in the secretarial field. 
4. Several suggested the teaching of accounting as promising. 
5. Know Law a.nd understand how to apply principles and analyze 
problems. 
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THE SOCIAL SECRETF-RY SURVEY 
A second field selected f or investigation as offering possible occupa-
tional opportunity for our graduates is that of the social secretary. Not 
many years ago social secretaries to prominent l adies of society were few 
and far between. At that time these secretaries relied upon the fact that 
they were of gentle birth and could write prettily, with all the necessary 
loops and dips. 
Today an entirely different aspect colors this profession. The ladies 
of society have stepped from the confines of their homes and social cliques 
into the world of clubs, boards of charity, social service work, and numer-
ous other fields, but their private social obligations cannot remain sus-
pended while these l adies attend various board meetings. Someone must be 
responsible for the handling of their household and soci al obligations with 
the proper deference. Essentially the same as her sister of former years, 
but more elaborately equipped, the social secretary's duties embrace the 
management of household details and the business and social life of her 
employer. 
The social secretary is the de luxe edition of the 
business or private secretary, and like all de luxe 
editions is more rare. Therefore the requirements 
and 'finish' demand especially careful equipment. 
Today the social secretary i s an established acces-
sory in the homes of the wealthy. Her duties are 
many and diversified. She must be ready and fitted 
to meet all contingencies. ( .49) 
(49) Myers, Elizabeth, The Social Secretary, (1919), p. xiii 
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Requirements 
First comes t act. This virtue covers a multitude of qualities and is 
essential to all secretaries, social or otherwise. 
Next, she should possess a fair share of good reasoning power. She 
should refrain from constant consultation with her employer regarding every 
trifling matter. 
Enthusiasm, memory, and rapid observation are all contributing and 
necessary qualifications. 
The interest of her employer is always the first concern of the sec-
retary. Private affairs, grievances, and dislikes should never have public 
hearing. 
Personal Appearance 
"First and foremost she must be a l ady in every sense of the word, 
for she must be abl e to represent her employer on many occasions, and where 
(50 ) 
she is a resident secretary she may be called upon to fill a place at dinner . " 
Excessive make-up and jewelry should be avoided and accent placed on 
quiet, trim clothing. 
She should also have a general knowledge of correct manners, knowledge 
of how to handle all types and classes of people, and enough poise to enable 
her to carry out thoroughly her projects. 
Although stenography and typewriting are assets, they are used in-
frequently since all correspondence must be answered in a clear, neat style 
of handwriting. 
(50) Ibid., p. 11 
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accounts. 
The study of secretarial accountancy will greatly facilitate the em-
ployer in obtaining an accurate account of all money that has been received 
or expended and in presenting an exact statement of assets and liabilities. 
Social Side 
The third major responsibility is on the social side. There is no 
circumstance or position in life where there is more need for attention 
to detail than in the social sphere. The social secretary must know all 
the usages, customs, and conventions appertaining to society. 
By keeping definite records of invitations, acceptances, regrets, in-
vitations sent and received, and engagements, she is ready at all times 
to remind her employer concerning these obligations. The Social Register, 
which is of great value as a reference, containing not only the names of 
the socially elite but also the supplementary information often necessary 
in this sphere, should al ways be at hand. 
It i s the duty of the social secretary deftly to attend to all mat-
ters which her employer is unable to care for, to represent her employer 
on occasions which, by necessity, cannot be attended by her employer, and 
to gain the confidence, respect and friendship of her employer. If she 
works to the best of her ability toward this end, her life wUl be filled 
with interesting occurrences, persons, and situations. 
The social secretary follows in the trail of the socially or political-
ly prominent man or woman, keeping him or her posted on etiquette, remind-
ing of engagements , handling correspondence, and paying bills. She should 
be able to inf orm the employer on fine arts, politics, prominent people, 
without embarrassing him or her by any intimation of her superior knowledge. 
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She must have a pleasing personality, but not to the extent of overshadow-
ing her employer's. She should have a knowledge of stenography, typewrit-
ing, English expression; an attractive hanwNriting is necessary if she is 
employed by a woman. Opportunities may best be found through acquaintances . 
The salary range is from $1,500 to $3,000 per year, plus living expenses. 
The social secretary usually resides with her employer. 
Suggestions have been made that Washington, D. C., should be a very 
good place to develop special training for social secretaries. Upon in-
vestigation, however, we received little encouragement. First, those who 
were classified as social secretaries failed to acknowledge receipt of our 
first letter requesting an interview. A follow-up letter even failed, and 
little success was secured by means of telephone. The following summary 
of an interview seems to portray the attitude toward social secretaries as 
found in this survey: 
Miss Alexandra Brown, Social Secretary: 
The field of social secretaries in Washington is very 
much overcrowded and all persons employed in this type of 
work must be hired by at l e'ast t wo employers to obtain any 
sort of financial support at all. Most secretaries do this 
type of work as a side line, as the social life of Washington 
does not warrant the steady employment of a social secretary. 
All of the embassies afford their ovm secretaries, familiar 
with their way of living and customs. 
No experience is necessary in this field, as there 
arises no problem which cannot be solved by turning to a 
popular book of etiquette. As to education, a social secre-
tary need not be trained in any special line offered in a 
school. Her only r equisite is tha t she be acquainted with 
general social usage and have a very good knowledge of short-
hand and typewriting. 
The maximum salary of secretarie s i s four dollars an 
hour. This price is charged because the small amount of work 
afforded a social secretary could not possibly support her 
at a lower rate. 
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Vihen asked her views on the field in general, Miss Brown said: 
The field is infes ted with a group of decayed, old 
gentlewomen. 
She continued by saying that no one should be encouraged to ente r this 
field. If one have t alents for secretaryship, she advises that they be 
used in a business office and that the f ield of the social secretary 
should l;>e a very l ast resort •.•••• 11 even if you have to s crub floors 
first." 
Some of the duties of this type of secretary are: writing invita-
tions, arranging dinners, and taking care of engagements for her employer . 
One of Miss Brovm's employers required l1er to record the s ilver, china, 
glassware, and flower arrangement , pers ons invited, and the manner in 
which they were seated , as well as t he gown worn by the hostess, in 
order that there would not be a duplication at the next dinner given. 
11 To enter this field, you must know someone desiring a secretary, 
or through newspaper advertis ements . " 
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EXECUTIVE SECRETARIES OF ORGANIZATIONS 
One student, president of a national collegiate organi zation , has 
become interested in this work. This young l ady has the definite talent 
and enthusiasm which would indicate success. Her investigation was made 
to determine the opportunities open to college graduates as executive sec-
retaries. 
Organizations range any.vhere from large financial corporations with 
millions of members to small, insignificant ones with two or three members 
and no funds at all. Their purposes are equally varied, all the vmy from 
large stockholders ' organizations to societies for the prevention of 
something-or-other. The one person ultimately responsible for the success 
of an organization is the Executive Secretary; he may be variously called 
the Managing Director, Association Director, or the General Manager, de-
pending on the nature of the organization or upon some previously estab-
lished custom. 
Considering the fact that so many organizations do exist, it follows 
that the field for executive secretaries is a vast one. By limiting our 
investigation to a typical association which is comprised of a number of 
members with certain rights, duties, and obligations to the central of fice, 
we can more easily consider the qualifications and duties of an Executive 
Secretary. In general, it is his duty to plan and to execute, according 
to the powers designated to him by the constitution of the association, 
a program in the interest of all of the members. He is responsible for 
protecting their market and extending their busine ss interest. At the 
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same time he must keep the good will of each and every individual member 
of the organization. This alone is a full-time assignment. Every member 
has his particular tastes and policies, and as a member he has a right to 
voice his opinions and to expect that these opinions will be given due 
consideration. The Executive Secretary must be t actful in keeping the 
variety of types ofmembers sati sfied, and he must earnestly strive to 
strengthen good will among the members . 
The financial advantages and disadvantages of this type of v1ork 
wottid depend primarily upon the type of organization under consideration. 
The secretary ' s financial returns would be in proportion to his efficiency 
and ingenuity. In a l arge measure, his success or failure depends upon 
himself. 
The most fascinating advantages of this work are obtained through 
the s ocial contacts that it affords . In the course of one day business 
contacts with governmental bureaus, professional people of all types, or 
just a prospective office clerk may be necessary. All such acquaintances 
not only supply the secretary with the desired information but a t the same 
time serve to broaden his outlook. 
From this general description of t he function of the Executive Secre-
tary of an organization, we may enumerate qualifications which would be 
especially appropriate to this occupation. Because of the nature of his 
work this secretary will be continually meeting new people ; he should there-
fore know how to deal vrith personalitie::: and how to get along with every 
variety of character. Many persons he will meet only once, consequently, 
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in such cases it is necessary that he make a good impression the first 
time. Not only must he dress neatly and sensibly, but he must cultivate 
an attitude which is a combination of a pleasing personality and business 
efficiency. Training in the quality of his voice and in enunciation 
would certainly be beneficial. If he is to further the success of the 
organization he represents, he must be able to present his case in a 
persuasive manner. In short, he must be a salesman and a diplomat. 
More important to the progress of the organization than personal 
impressions is the impression he makes with business relationships that 
are occurring and recurring frequently. In these cases his efficiency 
is put to the true test. Superficial qualifications are disregarded, 
and executive ability alone is considered. The Executive Secretary 
must be able to persist in his i deas without aggravating or being offen-
sive to the other person concerned. At the same time he must not be too 
rigid or set in his ways. A good executive is always open to suggestions. 
The value of an executive is judged by his power to accept and adopt new 
and better methods of procedure and by his power to judge the value of 
new suggestions. 
He must have aggress iveness to so1e degree, imagination, and initia-
tive. Initiative is the most important. Because he is working on his 
own, the organization under him will progress only so far as he directs 
it. An Executive Secretary mu8t be a clear and quick thinker, and he 
must perform his duties thoroughly. 
The negative qualificatiQns of an executive are obvious. A person 
who is inclined to provoke arguments would never be successful as an ex-
ecutive. If he were not a good judge of character, and if he had the 
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faculty of always "rubbing people the "\\Tong way, 11 he would only create 
enemies for the association. A stubborn or habitually sarcastic person 
would only aggravate his business associates and would give the whole 
organization an unpleasant atmosphere in outside contacts. 
The college student interested in this field of work should fol-
low the proper courses to develop these qualifications and to fill these 
requisites. A personality course, or a course that would teach him how 
to express himself clearly, briefly, and with ease, would be a valuable 
aid for entrance upon such a field of business. If he could learn how 
to put into a few concise words what he has in his mind he would increase 
his efficiency. Thorough English courses are basic requirements. This 
will increase the secretary's ability to 1~ite in a concise, persuasive, 
and forceful manner. 
Elementary courses of law and banking would be valuable. These 
business fields could be studied in the light of their possible connection 
with executive organization work. Since the members of the organization 
are expected to enter into some form of a contract before their applica-
tions are accepted by the organization, a knowledge of the fundamental 
principles or terms 6f law would seem relatively essential. This would 
apply likewise to a course in banking. In all matters concerned with 
money banking policies and principles are involved. If both these pro-
posed courses would instruct the student in the correct procedure of such 
business transactions as are most likely to occur frequently in an organi-
zation in connection.with law or banking , these courses would be most 
appropriate. 
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A ba ckgrou..11d knowl edge of subj ects such a s shorthand, typewriting , 
and bookkeeping is al ways beneficial . I f the Executive Secret ary does 
not use them directly, he at least vdll have better judgment in directing 
those under him who must use their shorthand, typewriting , and bookkee:p-
ing . He would know just 'l'rhat would constitute a day's work and could 
as s ign it accordingly . 
A college education teaches him how to systematize and to plan. His 
executive ability is brought out in a small way eithe r in planning his 
courses or through his extracurricular act ivities. 
The l ast requirement of the Executive Secret ar y is a knowledge of 
his particular organizat ion. He must be thoroughly f amiliar with all the 
policies, customs, and procedures, as well a s are the other officer s of 
the association , i n order to f ulfill the r equirements his position demands . 
~Tiile in college he cannot know which organization to investigate, but 
this study can be done after he has established himself in a def inite 
place in organiz ation work . 
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TABLE III. OCCUPATIONP~ OPPORTUNITIES, EDUCATIONP~ REQUIR&~ENTS, 
RECO!vTI.flENDATIONS, IN ORGANI ZATION WORK. 
E d u c a t i o n 
Organization Types High Col- Post- Experience 
School lege grad. Yes No 
1. Charitable Stenographers X X 
:Bkkpr. -stenographers X X 
:P.B.X. Operator-steno: X X 
Social workers X X 
. 
.. 
2. Broe..dcast- Bookkeepers X X 
·ing Assoc. Secretaries X X 
Stenographers X X 
3. Automobile Clerk-typists X X 
Association: P.B.X. Operators X X 
Secretaries X X 
Stenographers X . X 
: 
4. National Bookkeepers X X X 
Sand and Secretaries 
Gravel Asso: Stenographers 
5. Pan Stenographers X X 
American :Spanish-English Sten.: X X 
Union Translators X X 
6. National Bookkeepers X X X 
Highway Users Receptionists X X X 
Association Secretaries X X X 
Stenographers X X X 
7. General Bookkeepers X X 
Contractors: Clerks X X 
of America P.B. X. Operators X X 
Secretaries X X 
8. Educational: Secretaries X X 
Institutions Stenogr aphers X X 
Conclusions: In organization work educational requirements are not empha-
sized. Skill is the important fea.ture for women in this 
field. Accurate, skillful typists and stenogr aphers are 
needed. The executive positions ar e held primarily by men ; 
therefore, a woman, to succeed in this field of employment, 
would h~ve to be outstanding in l eadership and of grea t execu-
tive ability. 
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In the collll-nent or other suggestions column of our questi onnaire the 
following helpful points were emphasized. 
General recommendations as t o secretarial traits to be cultivated 
and encouraged: 
1. Accuracy: emphasized in all instances; especially should it be 
~eveloped in Engl ish. 
2 . Appear ance: neat, attractive, conservative appear ance. Objec-
tions made to red finger nails and chewing gum, es-
pecially "with mouth open." 
3. Ability to work with others : an i mportar:t factor in offices 
today, especi ally among research and various pr ofes-
sional workers because of specialization. College 
graduates are inclined t o f ail in this trait. 
i ' 4. Intelligence and self- control. 
5. Abi lity to ~eet people. 
Repeated recommendations as to subjects to be t aught in college: 
l. Law 
2 . Statistics 
3. I No need to learn skills and ma chine work in college; t hat can 
be t aken car e of on the job. 
4. General background information: history, English, and language. 
Mr. 
Washington, D. C. 
Dear Sir: 
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DUNBARTON COLLEGE 
Wa shington, D. C. 
We, the Sisters of the Holy Cross, are soliciting your co-
operation in an occupational survey to a scertain opportunities for 
young women gr aduates of Dunbarton College. 
Our ultimate objective is to determine what training these 
students should have to prepar e them for the positions which are likely 
to be open to them upon graduation. We are endeavoring to make this 
study beneficial to future employees by giving stress in our curricula 
to those things which outstanding leaders of business in Washington 
consider essential for more efficient service. 
May we have permission to send one of our prospective 
graduates to you for an interview and visitation? She has carefully 
planned her work of inquiry and will take a s little of your valuable 
time as possible . 
If you are unable to give her the necessary time , we would 
appreciate your designating someone else in authority to furnish this 
helpful information. 
Sincerely yours, 
Instructor. 
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DUNBP~TON COLLEGE 
Washington, D. C. 
Personnel Director, 
Department of the Interior, 
Washington, D. C_. 
Dear Miss 
This letter is to introduce Miss .••••••• 
• • • • • . , ••• ,· a student at Dunbarton College, 
Wa shington, D. C., who is assisting in a study 
to determine what commercial occupational op-
portunities are ava ilable for young women grad-
uates of this college. 
Besides studying the usual cultura l back-
ground subjects, t hese young l adies are taking 
genera l business principles and some skill sub-
jects. They are f amiliarizing themselves with 
business a ctivitie:3 and requirements. 
We apprecia t e your kindness in giving your 
time and co- operation in this work . If you should 
be interested in r eceiving a copy of the results 
of this investigat i on, we shall be happy to send 
you a summa~ upon completion. 
Sincerely ym .. rrs , 
Instructor. 
r--
r--
Name of Business : 
DUNBARTON COLLEGE 
Commercial Occupational Opportunity Survey 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 
1 9 4 0 
--------------------------------
Type of Business: __________________________________ __ 
(Instructions: Please mar~ · ~ 9r)i~s~rt the correct numerical answer,) 
or ( a ) , t b , \ c ) • ) 
(Surveyor's initials ____ ) 
Commercial Positions :Minimum: Turnover : Salary :Inexperienced: Student Part-: General Education Re-
open to women.: No.: Age : : : wot'kers : time work? : quirements 
_ _ _ _ _____ a ccepted? : Yes No : (a) Post-high school 
(Sample: Sec. : 2 : 21 : 4 years : $140 mo. : No : : x ): (b) Junio~ college 
(c) College gr aduate * 
Accountants 
Bookkeepers 
Bklmr.-Stenog_.._ _ _l_ _____ :__ : : : : : 
Clerks 
Dictaphone or 
Ediphone Oper. 
P.B.X. Operators: 
Receptionists 
Re search Ass'ts.: 
Secret aries 
Stenographers 
Stenog.-Clerks 
Statisticians 
Supervisors 
Others: 
0 • 
. . 
.. 
. 
. . . . 
. . ·- . 
* Indicat e by x in third la.st column to show r.ost-high school graduation; x in second last column to show 
Junior college graduation; x in last column to show College gr aduation. 
I 
(1j 
t--
t--
-
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DUNBARTON COLLEGE 
Commercial Occupational Opportunity Survey 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 
l 9 4 0 
How many employees spend all or at least 75% of their time operating these different machines? List the 
makes of machines 
TYPE~fRITERS : Number ----------Makes. ____________________ __ 
ADDING MACHINES: Number __ _ 
Makes: _____________ __ 
ADDRESSOGRAPH MIMEOGRAPH 
Number ___ _ Number ____ _ 
BOOKKEEPING l~li'J.CHINES: Number ------
Makes 
CALCULATOR: Number ---------------Makes : _____________________ _ 
DICTAPHONE EDIPHONE 
Number ___ _ Number ____ _ 
OT~RS: ___________________________________________________________ __ 
help? Which of the following agencies do you use to obtain your 
(Underscore ~ the agency you use most often; twice the agency next often.) 
Personal Application High schools 
Examination Business schools 
Colleges 
Shorthand speed r equired. ______________ _ 
Employment Agency 
Want Advertisements 
If we should establi sh an emploJ~ent bureau for our graduates woLlid you be interested in this service? 
Yes No 
----------Suggestions: 
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TABULATIONS 
Types of positions and number. 
Ages. 
Inexperienced workers acceptable 
Educational requirements 
Salaries 
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Of fifty affiliated liberal arts colleges thirty-two offer work in 
commercial education. These institutions do not stress the vocational 
and business subjects, but attention is given to them, showing the ful-
fillment of the prediction mentioned earlier in this paper that one of 
the types of collegiate institutions of the near future would be a liberal 
arts colleg~ offering some practical courses. Shorthand , typewriting, 
accounting, and office practice outnumbered the other offerings . The re-
mainder of the subjects was distributed l argely among Law, Economics, 
Money and Banking, Bu.Siness J.ilanagement, occasionally Economic History or 
Economic Geography, and, it is interesting to note, in only a very few 
cases Business English. 
L 
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TABLE IV. OFFERINGS AND TIME ALLOTl'IIENTS OF COMMERCIAL STUDIES IN 
THIRTY-TWO COLLEGES. 
Subject Semesters Hours per Week 
Shorthand I 2 3 
Shorthand II 2 3 
TypeV<rri ting I 2 5 
Typewriting II 2 3 
Office Practice l 3 
Introductory Accounting 2 3 
Intermediate Accounting 2 3 
Advanced or Special Accounting 2 3 
Law 2 3 
Money and Ban..lcing 2 3 
Statistics 2 3 
Economic History l 3 
Economic Geography l 3 
Business Organization l 3 
Conclusions: A resume of the descriptions indicates that only shorthand , 
typev~iting, and office practice are strictly classified as 
vocational; the remaining offerings could easily be grouped 
and applied to Economic majors. Emphasis then, in the col-
lege of liberal arts offerings in commercial education , is 
placed upon broad social-background subjects, thus helping 
to attain the objective of educating the "whole man11 rather 
than developing a particular skill. General opinion sug-
gests that this peculiar skill-training i s not t he duty of 
the college but of the workshop. 
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I 
t 
Chapter IV 
CONCLUSION 
As the result of this study the follmving objectives and currimuum 
are proposed: 
Objective of Commercial Curriculum at Dunbarton College. 
The objective in offering con~ercial educati on at Dunbarton is 
stated as follows: 
To give the student such foundational training in secret ari al studies 
a s will enable her to secure and maintain successfully an initial position 
in the fiel d of occupational opportunity and warrant advancement, and to 
help determine t he particular phase in which herinterest, apti tudes , and 
talents will most satisfactorily accomplish for hersel f and society her 
purpose in life--service. 
'· 
Freshman Year 
Religion 2 - 2 
English 3 - 3 
History 3 - 3 
Science 3 - 3 
Language 3 - 3 
Government 2 - 2 
Typewriting 0 - 0 
Occupational SurveyO - 0 
Physical Education 0 - 0 
Ju..r1ior Year 
Philosophy 3 - 3 
Sociology 3 - 3 
Accounting 3 - 3 
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Proposed Curriculum 
Souhomore Year 
Religion 
English Literature 
Psychology 
Language 
Math, Latin, Greek 
Economics 
Shorthand 
Physical Education 
Senior Year 
Philosophy 
Statistics 
Secretarial 
Practice 
Electives for Junior and Senior Years 
Creative Writing 
Money and Banking 
Advanced Accounting 
Bus ine ss Organization 
Law 
Insurance 
Economic His tory of Europe 
Economic History of U! S. 
Economic Geography 
Fina nce 
2 - 2 
3 - 0 
3 - 3 
2 - 0 
3 - 3 
·0 - 2 
2 - 0 
0 - 2 
0 - 3 
3 - 0 
2 - 2 
3 - 3 
3 - 3 
3 - 3 
3 - 3 
2 - 2 
0 - 0 
0 - 0 
3 - 3 
3 3 
0 
- 0 
l 
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Chapter V 
SUMMARY 
This thesis purposed to present a curriculum of commercial educa-
tion for Dunbarton College of Holy Cross, Washington, D. C., emphasiz-
ing adjustment between traditional cultural education and present-day 
demands of society. 
Women entered the educational f i eld when traditions in regar d to 
their proper place in society and their possible usefulnes s in life 
broke down ; economic conditions at the time demanded that some con-
structive measures be taken. During the Civil War w·omen were needed 
to perform tasks previously accomplished by men. In this emergency , 
especially in cases of menta l achievement, society was surprised to 
find that women were as competent a s men .and in many skills their out-
put was greater than that of men. By their own accompl ishments, by de-
termination, and ~ securing the support of influential and reputable 
economists and ~Titers, beginnings in the educational progr am for women 
were made. This movement was initiated through female semina ries and 
later gained momentum by the enrollment of women on a parity with men 
in liberal arts colleges, and finally the peak was a ttained through 
the establishment of liberal arts colleges for women. 
Business education for women was one result of t he i nvention of 
the typewriter. Success here led to a desire for background knowledge 
in the economic life of society or something more than mere tra ining 
for skill. 
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Business education is defined as the de-velopment of such technical 
training and such understanding and appreciation of economic life as 
will satisfy necessary and desirable human wants. The kind of thinking 
and the quality of action, however, reveal the real value of business 
education. 
Our object~ve at Dunbarton is to provide opportunity for the de-
velopment of the required technical skills found necessary to secure 
immediate employment upon graduation. Standards in Washington are high. 
Survey results show the necessity of a speed of 120 words per minute in 
shorthand and ability to pass mental tests in the civil service examina-
tions. 
Tabulation of survey results indicates that . 90% of the l eading 
business men of Washington advocate college education for women inter-
ested in a business career, but they admit that skill alone in shorthand 
and typewriting is the entrance requirement for the available business 
positions in this city. Excellence in English structure is a. prerequisite 
for success . A broad knowledge of history and English and a l anguage, 
French or German, was recollinended. Courses in Law, Money and Banking, 
and Accounting were generally suggested. 
Personality and character traits such a s courtesy, honesty , and 
adaptability were invariably recognized a s not merely desirable but ab-
solutely necessary. Another trend of thought brought out by the survey 
was that the need is not s o much for subjects studied or credits obtained 
as for the imbibing of all the available accumulated knowledge and 
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cultures. Many skills and procedures of the various off ices could be 
secured on the job; it is more profitable to acquire in college some of 
the wealth found in books and through contacts with educators and fel-
low students. 
At Dunbarton, theref ore , business education and the liberal arts 
are offered simultaneously. This does not mean a curtailing of bus iness 
education and an overemphasis of the liberal arts, but findings in this 
community indicate the necessity of cultural education in addition to 
efficiency in the skill subjects such as shorthand and typewriting . 
Tra ining in these business achievements is made available to all who de-
sire this advant age, which means that any s tudent can include the fol-
lowing courses in her curriculum: as freshman, typewriting and occupa-
tional survey; as sophomore, shorthand and economics; as juni or, account-
ing and l aw ; as senior, statistics and secret arial tra ining. 
In this way i7e hope to meet the needs of our students who are po-
tential members of society and leaders in their group with a confirmed 
philosophy of life and ideals concerning social relationships; they also 
realize a worthy satisfaction because of their definite achievements 
and some unders t anding of life' s problems; too, they can always be econom-
ically independent, employed with di gnity, and so useful to various or-
ganizations that t heir f uture is practically provided for no matter 
what adverse fortune may befall them. 
We do not accept the objective of the collegi ate school for busi-
ness--to tra in executives; our purpose more appropriately is to educate 
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secret ar i es who will be alert to i mmedi a t e needs , offer ing intelligent 
and logical solutions t o perplexing problems . They will be accurat e , 
courteous, cheerful, and patient--secretaries whose goal is to strive 
for excellence in themselves and thus benefit society by living a 
complete life . 
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